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LEWIS: Hello. In today’s programme, Britain’s biggest online investment platform 

cuts its charges after changes in the rules, but some will pay more. A vulnerable 

pensioner was persuaded to part with £90,000 to invest in diamonds, but they were 

definitely not forever. It’s easy enough to take a small claim for money through the 

courts, but how hard is it to enforce the judgement if you win? And 0% credit cards. 

Some banks give you 0% information until the last few weeks. Should the rules be 

strengthened? 

But first, is it the start of a price war for investors, or just more of the same? The 

fashionable way to hold investments now is on what’s called a “platform”. It’s just 

like an online bank account: it records your investments in shares or funds, lets you 

look at them, trade them and keeps you up to date with a valuation of your entire 

portfolio. At the moment the platform gets paid both by the investment funds and by 

customers, but from April payments to the platform from the funds will be banned 

and customers will have to know then what the platform’s charging to administer their 

money. This week, the biggest online investment platform, Hargreaves Lansdown, 

announced its prices under this new regime. They start from 1
st
 March. Danny Cox is 

Head of Financial Planning there. Danny Cox, these changes were forced on all of 

you, Hargreaves Lansdown included, by changes in the rules. In future customers will 

know what you charge them: .45% of their money. Why do you charge a percentage? 

Does it cost you ten times more to deal with a portfolio of a quarter of a million than 
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one of £25,000? 

COX: Well I think the good news here, Paul, is, as you say, we’ve started a price war 

and the majority of our clients will be better off. And we’re cutting the cost of 

investing in a couple of different ways. Firstly, we’re taking the opportunity with the 

change of regulations to share our success with clients by investing in lower charges; 

and, yes, we are using an ad valorem fee, and that ad valorem fee is very common in 

the investment practice. 

LEWIS: It is, but if you’d really wanted to start a price war, you could have used the 

opportunity to introduce a flat rate charge, couldn’t you? We had an email from John 

who said on a £100,000 portfolio, one pays £450 to Hargreaves Lansdown now. 

Alliance Trust charges a flat rate £90. Isn’t that fairer? It’s not a price war on your 

part, is it? 

COX: Well I think it’s important to take into account all of the costs and certainly in 

terms of some of our competitors, they do charge not only account fees, flat fees, but 

they also charge dealing costs as well and those dealing costs really do mount up. So 

what we’ve done is we’ve looked at the opportunity to reduce costs; and any change 

to a charging structure is going to be challenging, it’s going to be sensitive, but this 

has been one that’s been a long time in the making and you know the majority of our 

clients will be better off under this new charging structure. 

LEWIS: But a fifth will be worse off according to your presentation to the stock 

market this week. 

COX: That’s absolutely right; that we are looking at ways that we can reduce costs 

for our investors. And actually investors with their behaviours, they can for example 

go paperless, they can switch to lower cost funds, they can switch to low cost passive 

funds. There are a number of ways that they can continue to reduce their costs. 
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LEWIS: Okay, well listening to that is … Stay with us, but listening to you is Justin 

Modray of the website Candidmoney.com. Justin, how does Hargreaves Lansdown 

now compare with other platforms? 

MODRAY: Hargreaves is a little bit cheaper than it was, but it still comes out in the 

main it’s very expensive versus most of the others. And they’ve also sort of slipped in 

a few sneaky extra charges with these changes. For example, if you have a tracker 

fund or you hold shares and investment trusts, then you actually could end up paying 

quite a lot more in some cases under the new pricing. There’s also some exit penalties 

coming in on 2
nd

 June, which aren’t there at the moment; and if you die Hargreaves 

will start charging up to £600 per valuation to do a probate valuation, which again 

they don’t charge at the moment. 

LEWIS: Ooh … 

COX: (over) So Paul, I think it’s important to say these aren’t sneaky charges. We’ve 

written out to our clients. We’ve been very, very clear and we’ve been very open and 

upfront with this. 

LEWIS: Well I don’t think he meant they were hidden - I mean you’ve got a 47-page 

document for people to plough through - but I suppose they’re sneaky because they’re 

new. You’ve cut charges for some; you’ve raised them for others. I mean Lauren says, 

‘My SIPP fees will increase from £24 a year to £130. Will Hargreaves now allow me 

to transfer free?’ Will you allow her to leave free? 

COX: Well people can currently transfer. You know the few people who do transfer 

away from Hargreaves Lansdown can transfer away for free if they’re transferring 

cash and … 

LEWIS: So she should do it before March then, should she? 
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COX: She’s got till 2
nd

 June to stay on the current transfer terms. We have allowed 

people a window to do that. But what’s important here is that the few people who 

transfer away, you know their costs aren’t subsidised by clients who enjoy our very, 

very good service. 

LEWIS: No, but you’ve got this big cross-subsidy, haven’t you, from people who 

invest a lot to people who invest very little because people who invest a lot pay a lot 

more, but really the administrative job’s the same, isn’t it? It’s as if our bank charged 

us .45% just to run our account. 

COX: Well I just don’t think that’s true, Paul. I think the larger the amount of money 

you tend to invest, the more work there is, the more liability there is for investors. In 

fact you know Justin charges his advisory fees on an ad valorem basis, so I’m sure 

he’ll agree with me that you know the greater the money involved, the greater the 

risk, the greater the work there is. 

LEWIS: Justin, you’ve been invited to agree on this point. 

MODRAY: Well financial advice does require more work generally on larger sums, 

but the bottom line is we actually reduce them quite heavily - in fact very heavily, far 

more than Hargreaves does - for larger sums. But I think the key is you know a 

platform is purely an administration service; it’s more or less run on computer. And 

we’ve seen quite a few competitors actually go to flat fees and the feedback I’ve had 

from readers is basically overwhelmingly positive. They love the fact they can save a 

lot of money by moving from Hargreaves and others to a simple flat fee.  

LEWIS: Yeah, I mean Danny Cox, one of the newspapers - I think it was The 

Financial Times - said people will no longer wonder what they’re paying Hargreaves 

Lansdown, but they might wonder why you’re charging more to run the service than 

some of your investment funds charge to do all the work of investing the money. 
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COX: Well I think that’s a really very good point because there’s actually far more 

work involved in looking after clients’ money and administering it. There’s the 

security; there’s our helpdesk; there’s all the investment research that we provide, and 

that’s far more expensive to run than it is to run a fund. But talking about fund 

management, you know we’re reducing the cost of fund management. We have 

started a price war amongst the fund management groups and we’re pushing down the 

cost of investing, so this is really the start of a price war where the investor will 

benefit. 

MODRAY: Danny, can I interject there, please? I mean in terms of the number of 

sort of extra discounts you’re getting on funds here, my calculation, based on the 

information to date, is about 60 or 70 funds out of more than 2,000. I mean can you 

confirm how many better deals you expect to get out of the 2,000 odd funds you 

offer? 

LEWIS: Well what we’re doing is we’re releasing the details of all our unbundled 

charging on 1
st
 March and you’ll be able to see then. What we’ve done is we’ve 

overlain the excellent investment research that we’ve got alongside the commercial 

team negotiating using our power, so people get the best funds at the best prices. 

LEWIS: And Danny Cox, your charges have to be looked at in the context of your 

profits, don’t they? Your analysis on Wednesday showed a profit, operating profit 

margin of 71.5%. Does that mean every pound I pay you, you keep 71.5p as profit? 

COX: Well I think … I think you have to look at our charges … 

LEWIS: Does it? 

COX: I think it looks in terms of our charges in the same way as it looks in the value 

that we provide. 
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LEWIS: But hang on, 71.5% profit - you could start a price war, but you’re choosing 

not to. 

COX: Well, as we say, we’re cutting our charges to clients from 1
st
 March. We’ve 

done that consistently over the years, we’ve cut our charges.  

LEWIS: Well some of them. 

COX: Paul, what we do we do extremely well, and I’m sure it’s very reassuring for 

our clients that their investments are looked after by a well-run, profitable, secure 

company that provides a great service. If we’ve learned anything from the financial 

crisis, it’s more important to get the return of your money, not the return on your 

money. 

MODRAY: I think … 

LEWIS: Danny Cox and Justin Modray, thanks. Sorry, we have to leave it there.  

Vulnerable and older people are being targeted by a new investment scam; they’re 

cold called and persuaded to pay over tens of thousands of pounds to buy diamonds. 

But victims of the scam have been sold gems at massively inflated prices and there 

are concerns that in some cases the diamonds may not exist at all. Phil Kemp’s been 

looking into this for the Five Live Investigates programme. He told me how the scam 

works. 

KEMP: Well boiler room scams have been around for years. That’s where investors 

get cold called by salesmen who use high pressure tactics to get them to invest in 

worthless shares. But fraud investigators have told us that a new form of this has 

come to light in diamond investment schemes where older, vulnerable people are 

being persuaded to part with thousands of pounds to buy diamonds with the promise 

of “unbeatable” returns. 
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LEWIS: And what have victims of this scam said to you? 

KEMP: Well we’ve been speaking to Ben, who’s asked us only to use his first name 

because he didn’t want his father to be the target of any more cold calls. He told us 

that up until a few years ago, his father would have given any cold callers contacting 

him at home short shrift, but the onset of Alzheimer’s has made him vulnerable to a 

call that he got from a diamond investment company last year. Ben’s father was 

persuaded to invest more than £90,000 in just 3 months, and he was told that he 

should keep the deal secret from his family. Ben only got to find out about it when a 

financial adviser alerted him to the problem and he managed to intervene just before 

his father was about to invest a further £85,000. 

BEN: I get the impression that my dad more or less wanted to give these people all 

this money just to get them off his back. He was quite scared of them. I kind of get the 

feeling that he actually feared for his own safety a little bit. He wanted to cease 

contact with them. I started to act on behalf of my father and I told them not to ring 

my dad anymore. And I asked them if they would send the diamonds. Every time I 

contacted them, there was some sort of obstacle in the way to stop them sending the 

stones up to my dad or to me. 

LEWIS: So is there any evidence these diamonds actually existed? 

KEMP: Well we’ve received all the paperwork that Ben’s father had, and inside there 

are original gem reports. The reports describe the gem itself, but they’re not proof of 

ownership. But even if you assume that the diamonds do exist, one investment expert 

we spoke to told us that it’s difficult to know if you’re getting a fair price because 

they’re usually bought through specialists and the trading is negotiated privately, 

unlike other investments where a stock market report prices. Now we did also manage 

to track down a former diamond broker who told us about some of the tactics that 

these companies use. 
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FORMER DIAMOND BROKER: They asked me to use an alias to change my 

surname. Looking back on it, I think well if everything was 100% legitimate, there 

would be no reason to hide. There were office sounds in the background to make it 

sound busier; they were being played on a tape recorder. I don’t tell people that I 

worked for a diamond consultancy because they weren’t what they seemed to be. I 

mean the little time I was there and the little that I uncovered was enough for me to 

opt out and think, no, I don’t want to do it. 

LEWIS: And how big a problem is this, Phil? 

KEMP: Well the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau at the City of London Police say 

that last year they received around 250 reports, and they say that currently they’re 

investigating several cases of diamond fraud. And last year, the Insolvency Service 

wound up another brokerage company, Jubilee Diamonds Limited, whose employees 

also used assumed names when dealing with customers. In just 18 months of trading, 

the company made some £2.3 million, manufactured testimonials and marked up their 

products by as much as 1,592%. Some of its brokers, who promised investors returns 

of up to 15%, took up to a quarter of the total sales they made in commission. 

LEWIS: Phil Kemp. And you can hear more on that story on Five Live Investigates 

on the BBC iPlayer.  

And, as Phil Kemp said, diamond scams are just one example of selling people 

worthless investments. We asked the Financial Conduct Authority what were the top 

five investment scams. (Music) Coming in at number five: foreign currency trading 

cons. You may like to take a risk, but how about the certainty of losing your dollars, 

euros and bolivars? Number four: overseas land and property. The only sunset you’ll 

see is your money sinking below the horizon. Third, equal with those diamonds - rare 

earth metals: dysprosium, yttrium, lanthanum and neodymium. They’re used in smart 

phones, but they’re dumb investments. Sharing the number three spot: fine wines. The 

only thing wine investment guarantees is a headache, and you’ll probably chuck the 

lot. At number two: fake carbon credits - permits to emit C02. They could leave a 
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nasty smell. Not half! And still, at number one:  the ever popular boiler room scams 

in shares. Top of the scams, but your money can only go down. Next stop, zero. Take 

care out there. (Music flourish) So if you get an investment cold call, just say no.  

On Money Box, we’ve often advised listeners who feel they’re owed money to pursue 

the claim through the courts using the small claims procedure - or track, as it’s now 

called. In England, Wales and Northern Ireland, a money claim can be made online 

for as little as £25 or £30, though more if you’re claiming more. In Scotland a postal 

application can cost as little as £16. But how effective is the small claims process? 

Bob Howard’s been looking at it. 

LEWIS: Paul, Geoff from Cornwall contacted Money Box about a disagreement he 

had had with his plumber. He believed he was owed £500 after he had paid for work 

which wasn’t carried out properly, so in April last year he decided to try Money 

Claim Online to try and force the plumber to pay up. 

GEOFF: I went to the small claims court and it was a straightforward procedure 

which I did online. It charged me £60, which was automatically added onto what I 

was claiming from the plumber. 

HOWARD: In many cases simply lodging a claim is enough for somebody to pay up; 

or they may not defend it, in which case a decision would have been found in Geoff’s 

favour. But in this case a defence was lodged, so Geoff had to pay another £80 for a 

court hearing which came 6 months later in October. Geoff won his case, but 2 

months later his plumber still hadn’t paid. Already £140 out of pocket, chasing £500, 

the only way Geoff could try to make another attempt to get his money was to pay 

more money to the court. If he’d tried to instruct bailiffs, that would have cost another 

£100. If the plumber paid up, he’d expect to get that back, but if he didn’t he’d be 

further out of pocket. Geoff decided in the end he wouldn’t take the risk. 

GEOFF: I decided to write that money off. But I just feel that it is a very 
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unsatisfactory procedure that, having had a judgement in your favour, if the defendant 

refuses to pay, you’ve got the problem of spending more money. It’s not a system 

which attracts people if you know the ins and outs, and I have spoken to so many 

people now who have failed to get their money having gone through the court. 

HOWARD: It’s difficult to discover how many people like Geoff don’t get paid; the 

Ministry of Justice doesn’t publish figures. However, in 2006 judges told a 

parliamentary committee that when a claim is contested and there’s a hearing that 

finds in favour of the applicant, only a third of judgements are paid in full. Stephen 

Gerlis is a former district judge. He believes the small claims process can be very 

effective, but the difficulties in enforcing decisions remain. 

GERLIS: It’s easy getting judgement, but enforcing it is something else altogether. 

Debtors could tie up the legal system by making constant applications to set aside 

orders. One in particular, of course, a chap sort of held up the system for 2 to 3 years 

while he appealed and then made up other applications. At the present moment, the 

creditor has to choose which form of enforcement would be most appropriate, and 

often they’re doing that in the dark because they don’t know what the debtor’s 

financial position is. You could end up with a pyrrhic victory: you get your 

judgement, but you’re unable to recover any money.       

LEWIS: Stephen Gerlis ending Bob Howard’s report. Well Peter Stonely is Lead 

Officer for Civil Law at the Trading Standards Institute. I asked him what research 

claimants should do before starting the legal process.  

STONELY: They can search official sites such as Registry Trust, which will tell you 

whether there’s any county court judgements against the person, so that’s a good sign. 

If it’s a company, Companies House records to see if the company’s active or 

insolvency records. But on top of that, I think it’s just good to do a good internet 

search. Find out all you can about the business that you’ve dealt with. And also reflect 

back on your dealings with the business. Did they say anything about owning a home? 

What sort of assets did they have? What you’re looking at basically is have they got 
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anything that they can pay you with? If not, you’re wasting your time. 

LEWIS: But even if they have got something to pay you with, it can still be quite 

expensive, can’t it? I mean our listener, Geoff, found it too expensive to enforce the 

debt and he just gave up. 

STONELY: Yes, I think that’s the disappointing thing: every step of the way is 

another fee, and no matter how convinced you are in your case, you’ve got to keep 

driving it. You can actually ask the court to order the person to be interviewed about 

their means and that’s a useful way of actually finding out exactly what they’ve got. 

But just to say that costs £50 to do that, so it’s another bit in the pot. 

LEWIS: If you have got a judgement and you’ve checked before and you think the 

person has got some assets that can be used to make the payment, what are the steps 

to getting that judgement enforced? 

STONELY: Firstly a warrant of execution. That sounds a brilliant remedy, but it 

actually means sending the bailiffs in. Secondly, you can actually have a third party 

debt order, which means you serve an order on somebody that owes the person you’re 

suing money - the best example being their bank. If they’re in a job, you can actually 

apply for an order to actually be made against their employer to take money from 

their wages and give them to you. And the last one, which is a bit of a long stop, is 

you can apply for a charging order. So if you know they’ve got property, you put a 

charge on their home. So that means you won’t get it straightaway, but if they do sell 

their home at any stage then that charge has got to be settled and lifted. 

LEWIS: And what about taking on a big company though - a well-known household 

name, an airline or a supermarket or a bank? Are they more likely to pay up if they 

lose? 

STONELY: The bad news is they’ve probably got a legal team that will try to 
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complicate things and challenge you, but certainly you probably don’t have the issues 

around money. And sometimes I think with the big companies and some of the 

smaller claims, they just don’t spot them coming, so you may well find they’ve not 

responded because it’s gone to the wrong place. So the bailiffs knocking on their head 

office door is usually quite an effective way of getting a cheque straightaway. They 

don’t go and seize stuff. They won’t get that far. 

LEWIS: Peter Stonely of Trading Standards Institute. 

Move your debt and pay no interest until the summer of 2016. Zero per cent balance 

transfer cards now let you lock your debt away in a box marked ‘free’ for up to two 

and a half years. You pay an initial fee, just under £30 per £1,000 transferred, but 

after that no interest is charged for those two and a half years. But what happens when 

that time runs out and will you remember when it is? Money Box listener Danielle 

didn’t. She took her 14 month 0% card out in August 2012, but recently she got a 

shock as she explained in this email. 

EMAIL FROM DANIELLE: I took out a card in August 2012 to take advantage of 

a 0% offer on balance transfers. When my latest e-statement came through, I saw I’d 

been charged over £30 in interest. I couldn’t see anywhere on the online statement 

where it told me when the 0% rate had expired. When I called customer service, they 

explained the only place it was displayed was in the detailed breakdown on the online 

statement, which you have to scroll down and click to expand. I’d never had cause to 

even scroll down the page and don’t really see why anyone would. 

LEWIS: We asked Barclaycard about this notification. In a statement, the firm said: 

BARCLAYCARD STATEMENT: Credit card users should check their statements 

every month. Barclaycard emails customers every month to let them know that their 

new statement is available online. If they have a promotional balance transfer, when 

they log into their account the date that it’s due to end is prominently displayed on the 
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online account management page. 

LEWIS: As Danielle explained, the end date may well have been there, but she 

missed it. However, Danielle did what we always advise - complain - and she got the 

interest refunded. In a survey, Barclaycard, MBNA and Santander did put the end date 

on every statement, but most others - including HSBC, Lloyds, Halifax, Bank of 

Scotland, RBS NatWest and Tesco - follow a voluntary lending code, which says they 

need only notify customers a few weeks before the deal ends. Mike Dailly is a 

member of the Financial Services Consumer Panel, which advises the regulator: the 

FCA. I asked him if he thought these voluntary rules needed changing. 

DAILLY: It is a voluntary code and I mean voluntary codes do work well. I think the 

difficulty is that the code needs to be beefed up. 

LEWIS: But at the moment it specifies that customers should have a warning 

between 4 and 8 weeks before the 0% offer expires. Is that enough? 

DAILLY: Well we don’t think that’s enough. If you’re realistic about this, if you are 

going to be going onto a standard APR, it’s going to take you some time to rearrange 

your finances, and ultimately if you can’t get a better deal then you’re going to have 

to then get yourself into a position where you’re going to be paying a lot more money. 

So we would suggest it would be reasonable to look at giving notice from the 3 month 

period before the deal ends. 

LEWIS: And how should that be given because what the banks we looked at did - I 

mean some did tell you every month on your statement, others waited until this period 

near the end, but it was always on the statement - and Danielle found that she had to 

scroll down to find it and she didn’t do that. Should it be at the top of the statement as 

a warning? 

DAILLY: Well we would go further than that. We would say that it should really be 
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a separate communication. When people are using these 0% deals, they’re often 

parking a lump sum of money from one card or one place to another card on a 0% 

deal. Why would they possibly look at their statement when often they’re not doing 

any transactions? And let’s remember that often banks and credit card companies can 

communicate through mobile phones and emails. I mean I don’t know about you, but 

I get constant alerts saying there’s a 0% deal on your card. Now it would be very easy 

for the industry to do more than just one communication, and obviously for those 

customers that don’t have access to that technology then clearly they need to have this 

in writing. 

LEWIS: But some people have been saying to me since I said we were doing this 

story, well isn’t it the customer’s job? Shouldn’t you write this in your diary? Why 

should the banks treat you, you know, like a child and warn you of these things? 

DAILLY: Well why should the banks treat you fairly? It’s in the interests of banks 

and credit card companies, I think, to avoid confusion. I mean, for example, do you 

know that if you’re late with your credit card payment, your 0% deal in many cases 

will fly off and you’re suddenly hit with possibly 20% or 30% APR, which could be a 

real shock? Really firms need to operate in a way that’s absolutely transparent 

because who wants to have a complaint? 

LEWIS: At the moment these rules are voluntary, they’re under the Lending Code. 

From 1
st
 April, the Financial Conduct Authority takes over responsibility for 

consumer credit. Do you think at that stage these voluntary rules should be translated 

into something that the card companies have to follow and perhaps strengthened at 

that point? 

DAILLY: If you were to present evidence to say look this is not working, then I think 

the consumer panel would be very sympathetic to rules being introduced as part of the 

rulebook. But the question really is surely we need to give the industry an opportunity 

to beef up their existing code in these areas. 
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LEWIS: Mike Dailly.  

And that’s it for today. More information on our website, bbc.co.uk/moneybox, where 

you can tell us what you think - as many of you are - about all today’s topics. They’re 

coming in thick and fast. I’m back on Wednesday with Money Box Live taking your 

questions on borrowing and debt. Back with Money Box next weekend. Today the 

reporter was Bob Howard, the producer Lesley McAlpine, and I’m Paul Lewis.                        

      

            

      

          

       

  

                              


